Speedy Access to Archive and Streamlined Management

All-in-one, high-performance storage appliance enables faster access to content while allowing more footage to stream to 40PB tape storage repository

Customer Needs

- Accelerating access to vast baseball video archive
- Required high-performance disk cache to support tape migration for archive while accommodating 7,000 hours of new content ingested weekly
- Needed simplification of complex, concurrent workflows to ensure seamless support for up to 40 postproduction jobs concurrently

Results

- Fast, efficient compilation of live and archived video from partial file-restored clips
- Ensures post-production teams can access new and archived footage without delay or disruption
- Scalable performance enables support of growing needs

"With DDN, we can move a lot of content off disk very fast, giving us tremendous performance for our end-users. Reliability is equally strong; we haven’t had downtime at all."

About DDN

DataDirect Networks (DDN) is the world’s leading big data storage supplier to data-intensive, global organizations. DDN has designed, developed, deployed, and optimized systems, software, and solutions that enable enterprises, service providers, research facilities, and government agencies to generate more value and to accelerate time to insight from their data and information, on premise and in the cloud.